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Real-Time Wind Prediction: The Problem
The Problem

given real-time wind measurements from a few locations

provide real-time high-resolution wind prediction across a region

typically:
region = say 50–1500 square kilometers
measurement = say 5–20 weather stations
high-resolution = say on a 20m scale
prediction must include error bound
real-time = averages over next 5/10/20 minutes

Applications
real-time termal rating of transmission lines
important to ease renewables integration into the grid

detection of leaks in CO2 capture & storage regions

there are people willing to spend money on this
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Real-Time Wind Prediction: Current Methods

Simulation
steady-state wind simulation from single global wind speed vector

discretized directions (i.e. in steps of 10◦)

single speed (linear scaling assumed)

boundary conditions are somewhat arbitrary

Prediction
find simulation which best matches measurements

pretend that simulated wind speed = actual wind speed
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Real-Time Wind Prediction: Issues with Current Methods

Obvious Issues
actual wind dynamics is ignored

many sources of uncertainty are ignored
meshing, terrain roughness, boundary conditions

only current measurements are used to predict current state

no real error bounds
omit a weather station

use a mobile weather station

very limited model validation
simulation code was validated against a benchmark site

but no validation of simulation inputs
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Statistical Modelling: Notation

s = a spatial location

X = state vector = input of simulator
e.g. wind vector at infinity

f(x, s) = simulator output vector
e.g. simulated wind vector at location s given state X = x

G = set of simulated output locations (’grid’)

Y(s) = real world output vector = simulator tries to approximate this
e.g. wind vector at location s

Z(s) = real world measurement vector
e.g. measured wind vector at location s

S = set of measurement locations
S ⊆ G
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Static Statistical Model

Z(s) = Y(s) + ε (1)

Y(s) = f(X , s) + δ′(s) ≈ β(s)X + δ(s) (2)

β(s) = allows affine approximation to f(·, s)
easy to calculate e.g. Jacobian, least squares, . . .
why?

simplifies analysis

‘fast emulator’ for ‘slow simulator’ f(·, s):
removes the need to run online numerical simulation
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Dynamic Statistical Model

Zk (s) = Yk (s) + ε(s) (3)

Yk (s) = f(Xk , s) + δ′(s) ≈ β(s)Xk + δ(s) (4)

Xk+1 = g(Xk ) + γ′ ≈ Xk + γ (5)

β(s) as before
g(x) = state dynamics, typically very complicated, not modelled for now
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Wrap Up

Aims
I reliably estimate wind speed and direction along transmission line

given a few wind measurements along it

II make decisions based on those estimates

we will look at Aim I
using static model first
then extend methodology to dynamic model
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Simple Statistical Estimation
run simulation for a representative sample
of wind scenarios x1, . . . , xn

prediction of actual wind speed
= averaging over these scenarios + model error

specifically:

E(Y(s)) = β(s)E(X) (6)

Var(Y(s)) = β(s)Var(X)β(s)T + δ(s) (7)

where

E(X) ≈
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (8)

Var(X) ≈
1

n − 1

n∑
i=1

[xi − E(X)][xi − E(X)]T (9)
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Simple Statistical Estimation

important notes:

we only need to be concerned with X to predict Y(s) for all s ∈ G

linearisation f(x, s) ≈ β(s)x extremely useful
we do not actually need to run the simulation once we know β(s)!!
we can simply directly specify E(X) and Var(X)

obvious issues:

model error δ(s)?

what is a representative sample?

does not use available weather data

next step:
state estimation = use weather data Z = z to get ‘representative sample’
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Static State Estimation: Simple Least Squares

first simple solution:

over all possible states x
minimize squared distance
between actual observation z
and predicted observation βx for state x

E(X |Z = z) = x̂ = arg min
x

[
(z − βx)T (z − βx)

]
(10)

extremely well studied and well understood problem

has closed form solution
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Static State Estimation: Bayesian Least Squares
a generalisation of the above idea, with positive semi-definite A and B:

E(X |Z = z) = x̂ = arg min
x

(z − βx)T A(z − βx)︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
weighed sum of squares

+(x − x̂−)T B(x − x̂−)︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
x̂− initial estimate


(11)

if A = (Var(ε) + Var(δ))−1 and B = Var(X)−1 and x̂− = E(X) then

E(X |Z = z) = E(X) + Cov(X ,Z)Var(Z)−1(z − E(Z)) (12)

Var(X |Z = z) = Var(X) − Cov(X ,Z)Var(Z)−1Cov(Z ,X) (13)

= Bayesian update if everything is assumed normally distributed

This Is Imprecise Probability
update rule is reasonable—and insanely fast!—for arbitrary distributions
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Static State Estimation: Imprecision
Issue: Full Covariance Structure Still Required
how do we learn it?
autocovariance methods [10]
these methods need huge amounts of data

Challenges
methods to bound covariance from any amount of data

related work on covariance estimation: [7, 4]

insanely fast imprecise version of Eqs. (12) and (13)
related work on norm-bounded parameter uncertainty: [8, 5]

side note:
plenty of good work on Bayesian update, see Benavoli et al. [3, 2, 1]
why propose less advanced methods?

computationally very hard
use of data to get bounds?
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Static State Estimation

benefit over simple least squares:

allows use of initial guess (e.g. weather forecast)

takes into account model/measurement errors properly

gives error bound on estimate

computational cost is identical (‘expensive’ step is matrix inversion)

can we do even better?

we did not exploit knowledge of all of the data!
sounds horribly complicated, but actually it is very simple
via Bayesian sequential updating

=⇒ dynamic state estimation via Kalman filtering
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Dynamic State Estimation

learn current state Xk

from historical observations Z0 = z0, . . . , Zk = zk

predict state Xk+1

predict actual wind speeds Yk+1(s) for s along transmission line
(more generally: make decisions that depend on Yk+1(s))
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Dynamic State Estimation: Assumptions and Notation

Assumptions
initial state estimate x̂−0 B E(X0) and P−0 B Var(X0)
(superscript minus = before observation)

Q B Var(γ) dynamic model error (Xk+1 = Xk + γ)

R B Var(ε) measurement error (Z(s) = Y(s) + ε(s))

T B Var(δ) static model error (Y(s) = β(s)X + δ(s))

multivariate normal distribution on everything
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Dynamic State Estimation: Kalman Filter
Analysis Step

Xk |Zk = zk . . .Z0 = z0 ∼ N(x̂k ,Pk ) (14)

with

x̂k = x̂−k + Kk (zk − βx̂−k ) Pk = (1 − Kkβ)P−k (15)

where Kk = P−k β
T (βP−k β

T + R + T)−1 is called the filter gain

Forecast Step

Xk+1|Zk = zk . . .Z0 = z0 ∼ N(x̂−k+1,P
−
k+1) (16)

with

x̂−k+1 = x̂k P−k+1 = Pk + Q (17)

rinse and repeat
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Dynamic State Estimation: Remarks

‘smoothing’: use data to improve earlier state estimates

‘ensembles’: improve performance for non-linear systems and
non-normal distributions
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Variational Assimilation

[6, 9, 12, 11]

Assumptions
deterministic dynamical system (to keep notation simple)

initial state estimate x0 ∼ N(x̂−0 ,P
−
0 )

observational uncertainty yk ∼ N(h(xk ),R)

negative log-posterior density of x0:

− log p(x0|y0 . . . yN) (18)

∝

N∑
k=0

(yk − h(xk ))
′R−1(yk − h(xk )) + (x0 − x̂−0 )

′(P−0 )
−1(x − x̂−0 ) C J(x0)

(19)

[by assumption x1, . . . , xN are uniquely determined by x0]
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Variational Assimilation: Adjoint Method

direct minimization of J(x0) requires evaluation of gradient ∇x0J
for high dimensional systems, this is not very practical!

Method of Adjoint Operators
(see for instance [11, p. 204])

given x0

obtain x0, . . . , xN via the dynamical equations

integrate the adjoint equation backward in time

δ′xk = ATδ′xk+1 + HT R−1(h(xk ) − yk ) (20)

from δ′xN+1 = 0
where A is the Jacobian of f and H is the Jacobian of h

∇x0J = 2δ′x0
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Variational Assimilation

Remarks
one gradient only requires two simulation runs!!

need to derive adjoint equation first

extends to cases with model uncertainty
(cost function will depend on x0, . . . , xN)

technique does not rely on normality of distributions
(cost function will simply no longer be quadratic)
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Variational Assimilation

Challenges
sensitivity analysis against uncertainty parameters?

is a quadratic form (or, equivalently, normality) still the most useful
point to start from?

adjoint method for ‘worst case’ cost function?
‘negative log upper density’?
interval matrix calculus?
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Thank you!
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